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Made in Norway

ImagIne The scenery of majestic peaks, the sound of the 
thundering waterfalls, the freshness of the air – it 
inspires us to come up with new ways of communicating 
“peace of mind” through the furniture we produce. 
Words like quality and comfort are therefore constantly 
at the forefront of our thoughts, to make sure every part 
of the manufacturing process goes according to plan.

Working in the midst of such beautiful surroundings 
also fills one with renewed respect for mother nature. 
Stressless® wants nothing more, than for the sense of 
true physical comfort to reach the norwegian borders 
– and beyond, whilst ensuring our production methods 
do not harm the environment.

The nature surrounding the ekornes factory in 
Sykkylven leads ones mind to lasting, all-encompassing 
peace and clarity. When you are surrounded by 
mountains and fjords – all part of the dramatic 
landscape where new Stressless® innovations are 
born – one cannot help but be influenced.
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ImagIne
c o m f o r T
all the hustle and bustle that come with a 
modern way of living, makes a true time out 
absolutely essential. Stressless® really does 
give you the feeling of ultimate comfort, so you 
can drift away from it all – even if just for a little 
while. our innovative sofas and recliners are 
able to give you a sense of total relaxation. 
Imagine furniture that provides you with 
unparalleled comfort – in every part of your life.
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comfort is more than a promise – it is a promise fulfilled. The book of comfort from 
Stressless® is laden with fulfilled promises. comfort is an essential key to renewed 
energy and then to memorable quality time with family and friends.

In The book of comfort you can choose from a wide range of furniture with unrivalled 
comfort. We offer recliners, sofas, luxurious corners and home cinema seating. our 
functional tables, ottomans and accessories help to complete the comfort 
experience. That unmistakable, exclusive look which is, at the same time, both 
practical and functional.

This year Stressless® has taken a bold step in design and are proud to present 
Stressless® metro and Stressless® city. These new recliners are the very essence 
of both comfort and elegance combined to form perfection.

The STreSSleSS® book 

of Comfort

Contents

StreSSleSS® on ipad Download 
“StreSSleSS®” for iPad at app Store.

Stressless® Voyager (M) recliners are 
shown in Paloma Light Grey/wenge. 
Ekornes® Jazz Table.

Stressless® Space sofa and Stressless® Metro recliners are shown in fabric Ocean Brown. 
Stressless® Urban Large table.
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InnoVaTIon 
S I n c e  1 9 3 4
Jens e. ekornes made comfort his life 
project. he first established a spring-
factory, with three employees. a true 
visionary. a visionary sees no borders, 
is always one step ahead, and makes 
sure that he delivers more than he has 
promised. for 80 years we have provided 
people all over the world with well-being, 
and we make sure to keep Jens e. 
ekornes’s innovative spirit alive, by 
constantly seeking improvement, so that 
ekornes remains synonymous with the 
word comfort.
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The perforated foam, moulded directly over the frame, gives you better seating comfort 
as the indentations let you sink deeper into the seat and back of the recliner. comfort 
Zones™ (pat. pend.) provide you with a proper contour for your body; they give good 
ventilation and guarantee that the cushions will be long-lasting and forever comfortable. 

a soft polyurethane foam pad ensures optimum softness.

The pad of soft polyurethane foam is covered by a layer of super-soft polyester fibre, for 
a real touch of luxury.

flexo springs on a steel frame ensure durable construction and strength.

The Plus™ system automatically provides correct support for your head and lower back. 
The function is double-sided for maximum stability, functionality and lifetime use.

only genuine top-grain leather and high quality fabrics covers the front and back of 
Stressless® chairs.

The Stressless® glide system automatically adjusts to your body weight, with no buttons 
or levers to pull.

The two-stem base offers far smoother turning and stability than the one-stem swivels 
fitted on most recliners.

The concealed swivel ring means that you can easily turn full circle. and the gracefully 
curved shape of the base is designed for great strength and durability.

DIScoVer 
T h e  S e c r e T S

The unique cushioning in our 
Stressless® recliners and sofas 
embraces and supports your body 
like nothing else out there. 40 years 
of innovation has brought us to a 
point where we wholeheartedly can 
say that our Stressless® recliners 
and sofas are the best on the market. 
one reason why we can take such a 
bold stand is that the manufacturing 
of every little component on a 
Stressless® takes place right here, 
by the fjords of norway.

The patented Stressless® Plus™ system 
automatically adjusts the headrest as you 
recline – supporting your neck while reading, 
watching TV and resting.

anatomically correct lumbar support in all 
positions – synchronises with the neck 
support function as part of the Stressless® 
Plus™ system.

The sleep function is activated with one 
simple movement to lay the headrest flat.

The Stressless® footstool is freestanding 
to fit all leg lengths, and the top follows 
your  movements, thanks to its built-in glide 
function.

comfort Zones™ gives you a better seating 
comfort, as the indentations let you sink 
deeper into the seat and back of the recliner.

for unbeatable comfort, you set the 
Stressless® wheel once and change your 
sitting position by using your body weight.

        year 
              g u a r a n t e e 
against fabriCation faults
on internal meChanism

DIScoVer The SecreTS of PerSonal comforT
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c o m f o r T 
refIneD

comfort and elegance have united in a bold statement 
– the Stressless® metro. The newest member of the 
Stressless® family craves attention, but also knows the 
fine art of suiting it’s surroundings. The Stressless® 
metro is equipped with all the ergonomic advantages 
you have come to know and love, combined with a 
stylish rotating base, fresh lines and a new headrest 
pillow for optimal neck support. Stressless® metro is 
quite simply unique. furniture can be totally outstanding 
and make a living room worth remembering. Sitting in 
the Stressless® metro really is one of those moments.

STreSSleSS® meTro STreSSleSS® meTro 
loW back

Stressless® Metro Low Back recliners are shown in Paloma Chocolate. Stressless® Urban Large table. 

Stressless® Metro recliners are shown in Paloma Clementine. Stressless® Urban Small  table. 
Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

n
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a  D I S T I n c T I V e 
ImPreSSIon 

Some details stand out and at the same time truly complement their surroundings. The 
new Stressless® Urban glass table is a subtle yet convincing statement to your good 
taste. It comes in a large edition and also a practical small edition to place next to your 
recliner. The comfort of the high back Stressless® metro can be optimised when ordering 
with matching footstool. both recliner and table coordinate perfectly with a wide range 
of our Stressless® and ekornes® sofas and give your living room a distinctive look.

Stressless® E200 sofa and Stressless® Metro 
recliners are shown in fabric Verona khaki. 

Stressless® Urban Large table. Our complete 
range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

Stressless® City is shown in Classic Vanilla. 
Stressless® Urban Small  table. 

ChooSe between to Seat heightS
Stressless® metro and Stressless® city can be 
ordered in two seat heights, 43 cm (standard) and 
47 cm (tall). Please specify preferred seat height 
when ordering through your retailer (applies to 
both high and low back editions).

n
ew
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stressless

® City

l a y  b a c k  o r 

lean In 
Sometimes you prefer to lay back, eyes closed and listening 
to your favourite music. other times you cannot wait to fill 
your living room with lively conversation. The best lives have 
a balance of both – there´s a time to enjoy the company of 
family and friends and there´s a time for relaxing in silence. 
The Stressless® city recliner comes in a high back and low 
back edition. The slim, high back edition with matching 
footstool is perfect for those relaxing moments. The low back 
edition works well in groups. both the high back and low 
back edition comes in two different seat heights. There´s a 
Stressless® city moment for everyone.

STreSSleSS® cITy STreSSleSS® cITy 
loW back

Stressless® City and Stressless® City Low Back are 
shown in Paloma Clementine. Stressless® Urban Large table. 
Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

Stressless® City is shown in Paloma Black. Stressless® Urban Small table. 

n
ew
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ErgoAdapt®

ErgoAdapt®

ErgoAdapt®

STreSSleSS ® Sofa WITh

ergo aDaPT®

Sit down and feel your body sink into the soft cushion 
of a Stressless® e40, Stressless® e200, e300 or long 
Seat with subtle tilting mechanism. experience how the 
sofa adjusts to your body, providing you with a perfect 
sitting angle. and when you lie down, the seat stays 
completely flat. Ultimate comfort. That’s the brilliance 
of our innovative and patented ergoadapt® system. It 
is built into the seat base and provides you with ultimate 
relaxation, whether you wish to sit or lie down.

The Long Seat automatically tilts down, giving your legs 
perfect support when seated, while staying completely 
flat when you prefer to lie down.

Stressless® E200 C12 with Long Seat and headrest in Paloma Lilac/steel legs. Stressless® Jazz in Paloma Lilac. 
Stressless® Coffee table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

regardless of how much available space you have, 
there is always a place for a Stressless®. The brilliance 
lies in the flexible modules. find your favourite model, 
and pick your ideal arrangement. The illustrations on 
the right show the most popular arrangements.
See www.stressless.co.uk for a complete overview and 
measurements for each model.

Put your stressless® e40/e200/e300 together exaCtly the way you want

Standard sofas

Popular arrangements

lying down flat, no tilt  
When you lie down on the sofa, the 
seat stays completely flat, offering 
exquisite comfort and giving you full 
advantage of the oversized seat.

From zero position to tilt position
The new Stressless® ErgoAdapt® system 
automatically tilts the seat as you sit 
down – providing the perfect degree 
of comfort and support.
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ErgoAdapt®

STreSSleSS® e200
long SeaT

STreSSleSS® e200
2 SeaTer

STreSSleSS® e200
1 SeaT

STreSSleSS® e200
3 SeaTer

STreSSleSS® e200
c22

STreSSleSS® e200
2 SeaTer WITh long SeaT

the Stressless® Coffee table proves that a table can be so much more than just a table. The clever design 
makes it fit perfectly above the seat of your sofa, ensuring that your snack or beverage is never more than 
an arm’s length away. Stressless® coffee table can also be used as a side table, and if you put two of them 
together they form an ingenious sofa table.

Stressless® E200 sofa C22 with Long Seat with headrest in Paloma Clementine and steel legs. 
Stressless® Coffee table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

g I V e  y o U r  h e a D 

a break 
average is simply not good enough. only the truly 
superb has the ability to make you come back, 
seeking that sense of relief you so often miss 
throughout the day. The ergoadapt® system provides 
you with ultimate comfort, whether you choose to 
sit or lie down. our flexible headrest makes the 
sitting experience even better. The subtle movement 
of the headrest is easily adjusted by a handgrip. The 
headrest can be used on existing Stressless® e200 
and e300 units, and is easily mounted without tools. 
The long Seat has its own specially adapted 
headrest with the same innovative functions. Superb 
makes for a long-lasting relationship, and many 
comfortable memories.
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ErgoAdapt®

S T r e S S l e S S ® e 4 0  –

neaT comforT
The Stressless® e40 benefits from the same innovative 
system in the base as the Stressless® e200 and e300. 
Still, there is something about the way it looks – 
compact and perfectly designed. The seat back is fixed, 
the headrest is elegantly integrated in the design and 
the triangular pillow ensures perfect lumbar support. 
The sofa is medium sized therefore making it perfect for 
slightly smaller living rooms.

STreSSleSS® e40
long SeaT

STreSSleSS® e40
2 SeaTer

STreSSleSS® e40
1 SeaT

STreSSleSS® e40
3 SeaTer

STreSSleSS® e40
c32/23

STreSSleSS® e40
2 SeaTer WITh long SeaT

Stressless® E40 sofa and Stressless® Dream (M) recliner are shown in fabric Stella Dark Beige/Wenge. Ekornes® Windsor sofa table. 
Ekornes® Corner table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.
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ErgoAdapt®

STreSSleSS® e300
long SeaT

STreSSleSS® e300
2 SeaTer

STreSSleSS® 
e300 1 SeaT

STreSSleSS® e300
3 SeaTer

STreSSleSS® e300
c32/23

STreSSleSS® e300
2 SeaTer WITh long SeaT

I m a g I n e  T o P - T o - T o e 

comforT 
There is nothing like waking up on a quiet Sunday 
morning and taking time to stretch out on your very 
own Stressless® long Seat. The ergoadapt® system 
built into the seat base ensures a top-to-toe comfort 
experience in any position. after enjoying a cup of 
freshly ground coffee with your favorite novel in hand, 
your back perfectly supported by the way the seat 
automatically tilts down, you throw your legs up and 
stretch out, happily realising how your legs are 
perfectly supported and how the seat stays completely 
flat when you lie down. The Stressless® long Seat 
simply adjusts to your every movement, making your 
comfortable moments that much better.

Stressless® E300 sofa with Long Seat in Batick Black and 
wooden legs. Stressless® Coffee table. Our complete range 
of models is shown on pages 76-83.
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comfort is a living room that simply works. The 
Stressless® Duo ottoman cleverly contributes to 
making your living room practical and comfortable 
at the same time. Whether it´s time to relax or 
socialise, the Stressless® Duo ottoman – with its 
functional wooden table neatly stored inside the 
stool – makes your living room area versatile and 
practical. When the ottomans are not in use, simply 
push them underneath the Stressless® Duo table. 
The ottomans and table combine to form a complete 
unit. The Stressless® Duo table is made from high 
quality toughened glass with beech, available in 
all ekornes wood stains to match your interior.

DeSIgn 
ThaT WorkS 

Stressless® Legend sofa and Stressless® Magic Large recliner shown in Classic Vanilla/Wenge. 
Stressless® Duo table with Stressless® Duo ottoman. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

STreSSleSS® magIc Small (S)
STreSSleSS® magIc meDIUm (m)

STreSSleSS® magIc large (l)

STreSSleSS® legenD  
loW back

STreSSleSS® legenD  
hIgh back STreSSleSS® DUo Table

STreSSleSS® DUo oTToman
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Stressless® Legend sofa and Stressless® Magic Medium recliner 
shown in Paloma Rock/Wenge. Stressless® Duo table. 
Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

STreSSleSS® legenD  
loW back

STreSSleSS® legenD  
hIgh back

STreSSleSS® magIc Small (S)
STreSSleSS® magIc meDIUm (m)

STreSSleSS® magIc large (l)

luxurious corners have always been the number one comfy 
spot of the sofa. our spacious Stressless® corners heighten 
the experience, providing all the space you need to lean 
back, curl up, lie down – whatever your preference; your 
own personal comfort corner.
all models compatible with a Stressless® corner are shown 
on page 81.

yoUr UlTImaTe comforT 

corner 
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comfort is not only measured by how 
your body feels – it can be a visual 
proposition too. a wooden trim on 
sofas gives a stylish look that will 
delight your eyes. In the same way as 
an appetizer makes you ready for the 
main course, a wooden trim makes 
the delectable comfort only a 
Stressless® sofa can provide, even 
better. The Stressless® Wizard is a 
perfect example of how stylish wood 
and durable leather can work 
together, a form that appears slender 
and traditional at the same time. our 
wooden trims are designed and 
produced at our factory in norway, 
and come in seven different finishes, 
making your sofa easy to complement 
with other pieces of furniture. The 
Stressless® Wizard features extremely 
soft cushioning made of especially 
designed foam. So, believe us when 
we say, you will not be disappointed.

DelIghT 
y o U r  e y e S 

STreSSleSS® WIZarD  
loW back

STreSSleSS® WIZarD  
hIgh back

Stressless® Wizard sofa and Stressless® Magic Medium recliner shown in Royalin Dark Brown/Brown. 
Stressless® Duo table with Stressless® Duo ottoman. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

STreSSleSS® magIc Small (S)
STreSSleSS® magIc meDIUm (m)

STreSSleSS® magIc large (l)
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y o U r  l I b e r T y 
To chooSe 

The characteristic shape of its back means the Stressless® Voyager 
recliner curves perfectly around your body. This unique sense of 
comfort makes it an invaluable part of the Stressless® collection. 
The Stressless® liberty sofa matches the recliner perfectly and comes 
in both a high back and a low back edition – the choice is yours. 
naturally both sofa and recliner have got the same soft cushioning 
with that unmistakable luxurious feel.

STreSSleSS® Voyager meDIUm (m)
STreSSleSS® Voyager large (l)

STreSSleSS® lIberTy  
loW back

STreSSleSS® lIberTy  
hIgh back

Stressless® Liberty sofa and Stressless® Voyager Large recliner shown in Paloma Chocolate/
Brown. Ekornes® Duo table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

Stressless® Voyager Large recliner 
shown in Paloma Chocolate/Brown.
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STreSSleSS® JaZZ (m) STreSSleSS® blUeS (m)

comforT 
W I T h I n  r e a c h 

The Stressless® flexi table is perfect for both leisure and 
work. Place your cup of coffee or selected beverage on this 
elegantly designed side table, while leaning back and 
enjoying your day off. Work at home, in the peaceful 
surroundings of your own living room, with the comfort only 
a Stressless® recliner can provide. The table is height-
adjustable and the glass plate can easily be tilted and 
transformed into a standing Pc-table.

Stressless® Jazz (M) shown in Paloma Cerise. Stressless® Flexi table. 
Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

Stressless® Blues (M)
shown in Batick Snow. 
Stressless® Flexi table. 
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STreSSleSS® orIon (m)
STreSSleSS® TaUrUS (l)

STreSSleSS® SPace 
loW back

STreSSleSS® SPace
hIgh back

Stressless® Space sofa shown in Classic Mustard/steel legs. Ekornes® Jazz sofa table. Stressless® Easy armrest table. 
Stressless® Coffee table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

one thing that characterises all great design is the way it seamlessly 
integrates with other peices, to create aesthetic uniformity. This is also 
the case with the clever Stressless® easy armrest table; designed to 
fit perfectly on top of the armrest of our Stressless® sofas. See how 
seamlessly it integrates with the armrest on the Stressless® Space. 
There are good sitting experiences. and then there are great sitting 
experiences. The practical and steady Stressless® easy armrest table 
makes all the difference.

DeTaIlS maTTer
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STreSSleSS® orIon (m)
STreSSleSS® TaUrUS (l)

STreSSleSS® arIon
hIgh back

STreSSleSS® arIon
loW back

◂ Stressless® Taurus (L) recliner shown in  
 Paloma Chilli Red/Black. 

▾ Stressless® Arion sofa shown in Paloma  
 Chilli Red/steel legs. Stressless® Duo table.  
 Stressless® Ellipse table. Stressless® Easy  
 armrest table. Our complete range of   
 models is shown on pages 76-83.

I n D I V I D U a l 

comforT 
everyone agrees that when it comes to seating – individual 
comfort is paramount. however, your sense of comfort may differ 
from others. That is why all Stressless® sofas are available in both 
high back and low back options with individually adjusting seats. 
Whether you prefer sitting up a little straighter or you love leaning 
back with optimal head support, you can depend on the Stressless® 
arion sofas to make your afternoons just a little bit better. how 
you combine the different models is, of course, entirely up to you 
and your own personal requirements.
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The PleaSUre 
o f  r e a l  Q U a l I T y 

The final touch to any piece of art can make all the difference. That is why our 
specially selected Stressless® fabric collection meets the most stringent 
requirements in the furniture trade. In fact, our international group of experts 
spent over a year selecting only those that met the highest expectations. 
environmentally friendly and super-strong, without compromising that 
exclusive feel. of course, they are available in the latest colour-trends and 
textures. our fabrics have gone through all required tests and we believe the final 
results are the best and most comfortable fabrics on the market.

Stressless® Arion shown in fabric Luna Light Grey/Wooden hoop. Ekornes® Jazz table. Stressless® Easy armrest table. 
Stressless® Modern ottoman. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.
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Stressless® Wave MC32 shown in Classic 
Vanilla/Black wooden legs. Stressless® 
Duo table with Stressless® Duo ottoman. 
Our complete range of models is shown 
on pages 76-83.

STreSSleSS® aTlanTIc (m)
STreSSleSS® PacIfIc (l)

STreSSleSS® WaVe 
hIgh back

STreSSleSS® WaVe 
loW back

gather your family, or perhaps a group of friends, and 
have a bit of fun with our online feature, Stressless® 
Design online at www.ekornes.co.uk. conceptualising 
your living room doesn’t come any easier than this. 
let the interior designer inside you run free. Dreaming 
doesn’t cost a thing. Discover all the unique and 
innovative Stressless® solutions and combinations, 
and combine our different Stressless® fabrics, leathers 
and wood colours and finally make your living room 
exactly the way you want it. Then bring a print to your 
local Stressless® stockist – where all these dreams 
and wishes can be brought to life.

 

www.ekornes.co.uk

you can download “StreSSleSS® DeSign Online” 
for iPad at app Store.

Congratulations! 
You are now proud owners of your very own 
Stressless® room plan. With the help of the 
Stressless® Design online you have tailored 
your own layout according to your personal 
preferences. Who said it wasn’t easy?

STreSSleSS® DeSIgn onlIne 

fUn&eaSy
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every once in a while you’re entitled to an after dinner time-out 
in your “comfort zone”, in your favorite spot on the sofa, with 
a good novel in hand. Thirty minutes where everything goes 
your way. nothing says comfort like a Stressless® Paradise, 
which comes in both a medium and large edition. accompanied 
by the cleverly designed Stressless® ellipse table, with its 
innovative base which can be placed neatly alongside the 
Stressless® Paradise, and our other Stressless® sofa models 
– so that you can easily reach everything you need without 
getting up. This is your moment. enjoy it!

c o m P l e T e  y o U r
comforT Zone 

STreSSleSS® ParaDISe 
hIgh back

STreSSleSS® ParaDISe 
loW back

STreSSleSS® VISIon (S)
STreSSleSS® Dream (m)
STreSSleSS® SPIrIT (l)

Stressless® Paradise sofa and Stressless® Dream (M) are shown in Royalin Tigereye/Brown. 
Stressless® Ellipse table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.
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ask a dozen people to give you their definition of comfort and you’re bound to get a dozen different answers in return. We 
know that our recliners meet the highest standards, but you’re the only one who knows what feels best for you. That is why 
we encourage all our customers to take The comfort Test™ – developed to ensure that you feel and experience every aspect 
of Stressless® comfort as well as all our patented features. The comfort Test™ takes no more than 5 minutes and we can 
guarantee that it will be time well spent. a Stressless® recliner should be an investment for many decades to come.

 STarT WITh The comforT TeST™

Do you have the feeling that the back 
of the recliner reclines sufficiently? 

Is it possible to adjust 
the headrest so that it 
is flat in the reclining 
position?

can you lie down, read or watch TV – 
and always feel that your neck is 
supported comfortably?

Does it provide good lumbar 
support in all positions? 

Does the recliner feel 
stable and safe? 

Does the recliner’s gliding 
movement easily adapt to 
suit your weight? 

Do the recliner and 
footstool follow your 
every move? 

Does the height and 
width of the recliner 
fit you perfectly?

Is the footrest the right distance 
away to give maximum support 
for the length of your legs? 

Do you notice how your 
whole body relaxes?
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comfort is being able to enjoy yourself, just the way 
you personally like. That is why most of our Stressless® 
designs come in either two or three sizes. Select the 
Stressless® that complements your size, and enjoy 
yourself!

Personalised Comfort

Stressless® Magic Small (S), Stressless® Magic Medium (M) 
and Stressless® Magic Large (L). 

PerfecT Well-beIng

IT’S PoSSIble 
Some choices are more important than others. Some 
epic milestones will have a greater impact on your 
everyday life than you could ever imagine. your first 
Stressless® recliner could very well be one of those 
‘before and after’ kind of moments. Through the 
decades all Stressless® designs have had one thing 
in common; a unique comfort experience. It’s the way 
every little detail is designed with your well-being in 
mind, it’s the way it glides back smoothly – adding 
perfect support in every position. It’s the classic design 
that says durability and innovation at the same time. 
It’s Stressless®. 

Stressless® Magic Large and Stressless® Magic 
Medium recliners are shown in Batic Snow/Wenge. 
Ekornes® Corner table. Our complete range of 
models is shown on pages 76-83.

th
ree s
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We continuously strive to find innovative 
ways of enhancing your comfort. our 
numerous, integrated table solutions 
are tailor made for your most comfortable 
sitting position; whilst at the same time 
ensuring that the look and overall 
feel of your Stressless® recliner is not 
compromised.

StreSSleSS® Swing table
The Stressless® Swing table heightens 
your comfort in a Stressless® recliner. 
This small, versatile table carries your 
remote, book or whatever else you like 
to keep handy. It fits most recliners with 
our famous round base.

StreSSleSS® Computer table
The Stressless® computer table is a firm 
and stable workspace, positioned 
directly above your lap. It allows you to 
fully enjoy all the ergonomic advantages 
of your favourite recliner whilst on your 
laptop. When you’re done working or 
browsing the Internet, simply swing the 
table aside and fold it down alongside 
the recliner.

Stressless® Consul (M) recliner is shown in Paloma 
Black/Wenge. Stressless® Swing table. Our complete 
range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

STreSSleSS® DIPlomaT (S)
STreSSleSS® conSUl (m)

STreSSleSS® ambaSSaDor (l)
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Stressless® Buckingham sofa and Stressless® Mayfair Office chair 
are shown in Paloma Black/Natural. Ekornes® Windsor sofa table. 
Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

STreSSleSS® chelSea (S)
STreSSleSS® mayfaIr (m)

STreSSleSS® kenSIngTon (l)

STreSSleSS® bUckIngham
hIgh back

STreSSleSS® bUckIngham
loW back

yoUr PerSonal ToUch TellS yoUr STory 
The Stressless® buckingham sofa is perfectly complemented by our Stressless® mayfair office chair. Together they give your living 
space that classic and exclusive look. our collection of office chairs are designed to complement your selected Stressless® sofa, 
providing you with the option of having a comfortable workspace that compliments the style of your living room. our collection of 
office chairs tells the story of who you are and your individual approach to interior design.

STreSSleSS® 
mayfaIr offIce
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Stressless® Windsor sofa and Stressless® Mayfair recliner are 
shown in Paloma Light Grey/Wenge. Ekornes® Windsor sofa table. 

Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

f U l ly 
SUPPorTeD 
Imagine a headrest that adjusts automatically, 
so you can read and watch TV, even in a reclining 
position. every little detail in a Stressless® 
recliner and high back sofa is designed using 
your ultimate comfort as a guiding compass. 
The Plus™ system makes sure that you’re always 
perfectly supported, whether upright or reclined. 
The innovative comfort Zones™ gives you a 
better seating experience, as the indentations 
let you sink deeper into the seat and back. now 
imagine finding the perfect sleeping position, 
in one simple movement. after adjusting the 
Stressless® glide wheel to the setting of your 
desire, simply use your body weight to shift to 
any seating position. It’s possible. It’s all possible 
because it’s Stressless®.

STreSSleSS® chelSea (S)
STreSSleSS® mayfaIr (m)

STreSSleSS® kenSIngTon (l)

STreSSleSS® WInDSor
hIgh back

STreSSleSS® WInDSor
loW back
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lean back in your Stressless® eldorado and let your feet rest on a 
Stressless® ottoman. The built-in tilt system ensures ultimate comfort 
for two reasons: the tilted position and the flat position. optimal 
support in your favorite sitting position. The top can be opened, and 
underneath; plenty of room for remotes, magazines and gadgets. Don’t 
your feet deserve a bit of high-class comfort after a hard day’s work? 
give your feet a reason to love you. give them a Stressless® ottoman.

graTIfyIng 
f U n c T I o n a l I T y 

Stressless® Eldorado sofa and recliner are shown in Batick Snow/Wenge. Stressless® Soft ottoman. 
Ekornes® Windsor sofa table. Stressless® Corner table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

STreSSleSS® TamPa (S)
STreSSleSS® reno (m)
STreSSleSS® VegaS (l)

 STreSSleSS® elDoraDo
loW back

STreSSleSS® elDoraDo
hIgh back

STreSSleSS® elDoraDo 
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your needs will change over time, but that does not mean your 
style of choice has to. Simply redefine the parameters. The 
ekornes® manhattan sofa comes in two and three seat options 
and is perfectly matched with Stressless® eldorado one seat 
sofa and Stressless® Tampa, reno and Vegas recliners. allow 
for new and creative combinations that will renew your living 
room space, whilst preserving the classic and exclusive feel 
provided by the elegant wood trimming and fine leather.

combIne, reDefIne 

anD reclIne

ekorneS® manhaTTan ekorneS® manhaTTanSTreSSleSS® elDoraDo STreSSleSS® TamPa (S)
STreSSleSS® reno (m)
STreSSleSS® VegaS (l)

Ekornes® Manhattan Sofa shown in Batick Grey/Wenge. Ekornes® Windsor table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

Stressless® Vegas recliner is 
shown in Batick Grey/Wenge. 
Stressless® Swing table.
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The movie is about to begin – put your feet 
up on the Stressless® ottoman in front of 
you and recline to your preferred position. 
Then you can go on a journey – wherever 
the movie takes you. your Stressless® home 
cinema furniture helps you forget all the 
worries of your everyday life while your 
thoughts drift off for a couple of hours. you’ll 
be moved by stories of love that crosses 
borders or perhaps tales of heroes or 
heroines. you move more than 300 times 
during the length of a movie and Stressless® 
will support you in every position. The 
spacious, luxurious seats of your Stressless® 
home cinema furniture will let you move 
comfortably – that´s the essence of an 
ultimate Stressless® home cinema experience.

STreSSleSS® 
home cInema 
fUrnITUre 
h e I g h T e n S  e V e r y 
m o V I e  e X P e r I e n c e
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Stressless® Legend SC 121 shown in Paloma 
Clementine/Wenge. Stressless® Oval ottoman. 
Our complete range of models is shown on 
pages 76-83.
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Stressless® Oval Ottoman.Stressless® Double Ottoman.

Imagine an ottoman that unites comfort 
with functionality.
The Stressless® Double ottoman features 
ample leg room for two, plus ample 
storage space inside. It also comes with 
an optional wooden table top, which can 
be placed on the ottoman – as a handy 
table when needed.
The Stressless® oval ottoman has been 
built around the same general idea – 
with its removable pillow, the ottoman 
also acts as a convenient table. The 
pillow can be stored underneath the 
table top when not in use. It´s the epitome 
of functional design – it´s Stressless®!

S I m P l y 
greaT

Stressless® Arion SC 11 shown in Paloma Chilli Red/steel legs. Stressless® Oval ottoman. 
Stressless® Easy armrest table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

Stressless® Space SC 121 shown in fabric 
Siena Grey/steel legs. Stressless® Easy 
armrest table. Stressless® Double ottoman.
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When the storyline of a great movie takes hold of you, transports you back in time or 
into the future, you want nothing more than to be able to remain comfortably seated. 
The clever sector tables and armrests complete the Stressless® home cinema setup, 
both functionally and aesthetically. no need to get up! now everyone can keep their 
own giant bowl of popcorn, or selected beverage, within reach. The clever armrests 
double as practical storage places and so do the Stressless® ottomans. gather the whole 
family for a couple of hours of quality time, or have the guys over to see the match. 
Unfortunately, we cannot guarantee a win or vouch for the movie – but we can guarantee 
epic seats for each and every one!

Stressless® Arion SC 1111 and Stressless® Arion 
SC 111 are shown in Paloma Clementine. 
Stressless® Oval ottoman. 
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The Ekornes® Corner table (CT) combines the need for 
a table with the need for individual  positioning of the 
chairs and sofas. The Corner table is free-standing, 
allowing you to  re organise the furniture when needed.

The Stressless® Sector (SC)/Sector Arm (SCA) is upholstered like the sofa and hides 
a storage space under its top. The Sector/Sector Arm also functions as an armrest, 
which is why setups with Sector/Sector Arm tables should be treated as a fixed unit.

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

Stressless® arion
Sca 11,  W:208 
Sca 12,  W:259 
Sca 111,  W:294 
Sca 22,  W:316
Sca 121,  W:349

Stressless® legend
Sca 11,  W:208 
Sca 12,  W:259 
Sca 111,  W:294 
Sca 22,  W:316
Sca 121,  W:349

Stressless® Space 
Sca 11,  W:226 
Sca 12,  W:285 
Sca 111,  W:319 
Sca 22,  W:351
Sca 121,  W:383

Stressless® wave
Sca 11,  W:208 
Sca 12,  W:259 
Sca 111,  W:294 
Sca 22,  W:316
Sca 121,  W:349

Stressless® arion
Sc 11,  W:184 
Sc 12,  W:238 
Sc 111,  W:275 
Sc 22,  W:292
Sc 121,  W:330

Stressless® legend
Sc 11,  W:184 
Sc 12,  W:238 
Sc 111,  W:275 
Sc 22,  W:292
Sc 121,  W:330

Stressless® Space 
Sc 11,  W:210 
Sc 12,  W:273 
Sc 111,  W:306 
Sc 22,  W:335
Sc 121,  W:370

Stressless® wave
Sc 11,  W:186 
Sc 12,  W:240 
Sc 111,  W:275 
Sc 22,  W:294
Sc 121,  W:330

Stressless® arion 
cT 11,  W:236 
cT 12,  W:287 
cT 111,  W:351 
cT 22,  W:338
cT 121,  W:406

Stressless® legend
cT 11,  W:221 
cT 12,  W:272 
cT 111,  W:348 
cT 22,  W:322
cT 121,  W:403

Stressless® Space 
cT 11,  W:270 
cT 12,  W:329 
cT 111,  W:393 
cT 22,  W:387
cT 121,  W:455

Stressless® wave
cT 11,  W:236 
cT 12,  W:288 
cT 111,  W:348 
cT 22,  W:340
cT 121,  W:403

Sector (SC) Sector arm (SCa) Corner table (Ct)

you bring your book, your cup of coffee or your laptop and we’ll bring the comfort – a combo unparalleled. The Plus™ System 
in the Stressless® home cinema setup allows the neck support to move in parallel with the lumbar support and makes the 
hours spent in front of the big screen a joyous experience. choose between the ordinary armrest, the practical features of 
the Stressless® easy armrest table or the Stressless® corner table. The Stressless® home cinema set up ensures that every 
movie night gets a perfect ending!
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a JoyoUS bIg Screen eXPerIence 

▸ Stressless® Wave CT 121 shown in Batick Snow/Round 
wooden legs, Ekornes® Corner table, Stressless® Easy 
armrest table, Stressless® Double ottoman. 

Stressless® Wave SC 121 shown in Paloma Chilli Red/Round wooden legs, Stressless® Easy armrest table,  
Stressless® Double ottoman. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

regardless of how much available space you have 
for you home cinema setup, there is always place 
for a Stressless®. The brilliance lies in the flexible 
modules. find your favourite model, and pick your 
ideal arrangement from the size and positioning 
chart. These illustrations shown above are the most 
popular arrangements. 
See www.stressless.co.uk for a complete overview 
and measurements for each model.
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We InVenTeD
comforT on WheelS
every Stressless® has a story to tell, beginning and ending 
with the word “comfort”. It´s been our inspiration for the 
last 40 years. We have taken this ultimate comfort a step 
further, so that you can enjoy the real Stressless® comfort 
even when you spend time working at home.

S T r e S S l e S S ®  o f f I c e

We DID noT InVenT The Wheel 

Stressless® Jazz Office chair is shown in Paloma Clementine. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.Stressless® Magic Office chair is shown in Paloma Black.

stress
less

® o
ffiCe
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comPleTe 
T h e  P I c T U r e 

our Stressless® office collection makes it harder to separate business from 
pleasure. not only because our office chairs are so delightfully comfortable, 
but also because the chair seamlessly blends in with your other Stressless® 
or ekornes® furniture. you´ll honestly forget the fact that you´re sitting in an 
office chair – and so will everyone around you. The Stressless® office collection 
is designed to match a wide range of our sofas and recliners, so that your office 
space will blend seamlessly into the design of the rest of your home.

1. The patented Stressless® Plus™ system automatically adjusts the headrest as you recline. 2. anatomically correct lumbar support in all positions – 
synchronises with the neck support function as part of the Stressless® Plus™ system. 3. The sleep function is activated with one simple movement to lay the 
headrest flat. 4. for unbeatable comfort, you set the Stressless® wheel once and change your sitting position by using your body weight. 5. comfort 
Zones™ give you a better seating comfort, as the indentations let you sink deeper into the seat and back of the recliner. 6. your Stressless® office chair can 
easily and smoothly be height-adjusted by using the handle under the seat. The base with wheels is carefully developed and designed to give optimal 
stability and freedom of movement.

Stressless® Jazz Office chair and Stressless® Space sofas are shown in Paloma Black/Jazz legs. 
Ekornes® Jazz sofa table. Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

STreSSleSS® SPace

STreSSleSS® JaZZ offIce

stress
less

® Jazz o
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stress
less

® sPaCe
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our line of Stressless® office chairs are the perfect way to producing a 
truly satisfying home office experience. your back deserves the same 
amount of relaxation while working, as while relaxing. The simple truth 
is if your back is enjoying itself, your mind works better. The combination 
of the comfort of a Stressless® recliner and the mobility of a wheeled 
office chair provides you with the ability to get the job done, without 
the stiffness in your back at the end of the day.

SooThIng 
home offIce chaIrS 

Stressless® Wizard sofa and Stressless® Magic Office chair 
shown in Royalin Dark Brown/Brown. Stressless® Duo table. 

Our complete range of models is shown on pages 76-83.

STreSSleSS® WIZarDSTreSSleSS® 
magIc offIce
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Ekornes® Oslo sofas and Stressless® Reno Office 
chair are shown in Paloma Light Grey/Wenge. 
Stressless® Duo table. Our complete range of 

models is shown on pages 76-83.
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ekornes® offers four categories of leather, in a selection of beautiful colours. Stressless® leather and Fabric Care kits
batiCk is a corrected, pigment-improved and grain-embossed 
upholstery leather, which has had most of its natural marks removed. 
batick may have a two-tone colour effect to liven up the surface. 
batick is resistant to fading, although changes in colour will occur 
over time due to use and exposure to light. a protective layer of 
lacquer simplifies cleaning. Simple cleaning, excellent utilisation 
properties and a favourable price make batick a good choice.

ClaSSiC is a corrected, pigment-improved and grain-embossed 
upholstery leather. classic is somewhat thicker, and has a larger 
pebbled grain, than batick. most of its natural marks are removed. 
also, some of the classic colours have a two-tone colour effect to 
liven up the surface. a protective layer of lacquer simplifies cleaning. 
classic is a wise choice if you want leather with excellent utilisation 
properties and a robust structure.

paloma is a slightly corrected leather with a combination of 
dyes and pigments that smoothes down some of the structure (the 
grain pattern) of the leather. The grain structure in Paloma may, 
however, vary a little at some parts of the furniture and also minor 

colour nuances may appear in the leather. natural marks, scars and 
insect bites are natural and will appear in Paloma. a thin coat of 
lacquer gives Paloma some protection and simplifies cleaning, but 
Paloma does not have the same heavy-duty quality and protection 
as batick and classic. Due to its soft, natural and comfortable 
expression, Paloma is a very popular choice.

royalin is the most exclusive of ekornes’s leather types, but 
also the most vulnerable. royalin is a type of leather with natural 
pebbled grain and structure, and may have minor colour nuances 
and some natural marks. This is characteristic for a natural material 
such as royalin. a very light surface treatment provides a certain 
protection, but royalin absorbs moisture easily, and is extra 
vulnerable to wear and tear, heat, sunlight, spills and perspiration. 
This requires greater care in use and more vulnerability to influence 
from direct contact with human skin (especially from neck/hair and 
hands). royalin has the softness and rich warm glow that characterise 
first-class furniture leather. Variances, including grain pattern and 
colour, are an inherent feature within royalin leather and are a 
natural mark of high quality.

ekornes® upholstery leather 
ekornes is one of europe’s largest consumers of leather. 
We purchase the leather from selected tanneries all 
over the world. our own inspectors take part in the 
leather selection, which is conducted in accordance 
with international norms for quality determination. 
The experience we have gained from this work is for 
your benefit when you buy Stressless® or ekornes® 
leather furniture. our leather is manufactured according 
to current laws, guidelines and recommendations 
relating to their utilisation properties, and for the use 
and content of chemicals and other substances. We are 
cooperating with recognised international institutions 
in this line of business, to ensure that we are updated 
at all times with events relating to health, safety and 
the environment.

the leather for our furniture is a natural material that 
comes from cattle hides 
When the hide has gone through a tanning process and 
further processing to achieve the correct utilisation 
properties, it is called leather. one characteristic of 
hide is that it is marked by nature, vegetation and the 
care the animal has been subjected to. cattle spend 
most of their lives outdoors, and will therefore be 
marked by external influences like insect bites, tears, 
scars, wrinkles, stretch marks, etc. 

the following are some of the properties of leather 
that you should be aware of
leather is a natural product and is a beautiful and 
lively material used in furniture-making. each hide is 
unique in its structure, appearance, nuance and size. 

ekornes may use several hides when making your 
furniture. This, together with the leather’s play of colours 
and natural marks, makes each piece of furniture unique. 
In time, the leather will age and gain patina. It is 
important that you are aware of one thing: although 
leather furniture can withstand a lot of wear and tear, 
its appearance will change with the years.
 
the following applies to all types of leather used by 
ekornes: hide absorbs dyes differently, and therefore 
the leather may have colour nuances. These are due to 
dissimilarities and different fibre structures, which 
affect the colouring of the hide and how the hide 
absorbs the dyes during the tanning process. 

all our leather qualities are deep-dyed, but there could 
always be a deviation between the basic colour of the 
hide (the colour of the side that faces the upholstery 
side of the furniture), and the colour of the grain side 
(the external side): i.e. the colour of the outer layer. 
This is normal. It is possible to use the same basic 
colour for leathers with different top colours.

Dyes and dyeing methods may vary between the different 
leather colours and leather qualities. Therefore, the 
basic colour and the colour of the top layer (which 
forms the wear layer and the final desired colour of the 
finished product) of a given leather quality may differ.

Some of the leather dyes have a two-tone colour effect 
(shadow/antique effect). leather dyed with a two-tone 

effect may change character faster and wear more 
unevenly than leather with just one colour. This applies 
in particular to areas of the furniture that are exposed 
to harder wear such as armrests, seat cushions and 
neck supports. 

The top layer protects the leather and simplifies cleaning, 
but is nonetheless vulnerable to soiling and wear. If 
the top layer/top colour is destroyed, the leather may 
deteriorate faster. Penetrating spills/damage/scratches 
are normally irreparable and may result in the top 
colour changing character, cracking or peeling off.  

Denim clothes and hard textiles, such as dungaree jeans, 
expose the leather to strong wear and may leave colour 
on the leather which is difficult to remove, without 
risking destruction of the top colour of the leather. 
light leather colours in particular are vulnerable to 
such colour contamination. 

all furniture leather sold by ekornes is resistant to light, 
but changes in colour may occur as a result of use and 
extensive exposure to light. consequently, furniture 
should not be exposed to direct sunlight or direct heat 
from heaters and other sources of heat. leather is 
vulnerable to exposure to oils from direct contact with 
human skin (especially of the neck and hands). 

Remember: leather has a relatively long life-time, but 
can easily be destroyed by incorrect handling.

To match the high quality of our furniture, ekornes now offers its 
own leather and fabric (including microfiber) care series. 

The Stressless® leather care kit (medium, large) and the Stressless® 
leather care Wipes contain a leather cleaner, a protection cream 
and wipes. for nurturing, and making the leather more resistant 
to stains, the protection cream should be applied to all leather 

surfaces when your recliner is new. for later treatment, in addition 
to regularly removing stains, we recommend that the leather is 
cleaned with the Stressless® leather cleaner at least every 6 
months. always apply protection cream after cleaning. Please see 
www.ekornes.com for further information about maintaining your 
leather furniture.
The Stressless® fabric care kit contains a fabric cleaner, a stain 
remover and ‘ox cleaner’. 

This kit gives you everything you need to clean a piece of furniture 
in just minutes, without removing the fabric cover. for resistant 
stains, use the fabric cleaner together with the Stain remover and 
‘ox cleaner’.

These are the only cleaners ekornes will approve. ekornes will 
decline all responsibility in cases where other products than those 
approved by ekornes have been used to maintain your leather and 
fabric furniture.

Stressless® Fabric
our specially selected fabric collection meets the most severe 
requirements in the furniture trade. Stressless® fabrics are produced 
according to strict conditions with respect to nature; they are also 
prepared for heavy-duty use, light tolerance and flammability. 
choose from the Verona, ocean, luna and Siena ranges in a wide 
selection of colours that match your interior.  

about fabric
Please note that colour changes will occur with time, as a result of 
use and the effect of light. you should always protect your furniture 
from direct sunlight. To prolong the life and appearance of your 
recliner or sofa, the fabric upholstery should be regularly vacuumed, 
professionally dry-cleaned or cleaned with our approved Stressless® 
fabric care kit.

the wood colour 
our wood finishes are made from laminated european beech, a 
light-coloured wood with an attractive grain, eminently suitable for 
staining in various colours. The hardness of the wood makes beech 
furniture extremely durable.
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all of our tables are developed with functional design and purpose in mind. Some of them are designed to fulfil the unique Stressless® 
comfort experience, and some of them to complement a specific Stressless® sofa model. The sofa tables with wooden legs are made of 
high-quality toughened glass and beach, and are available in seven different wood stains to match your furnishing and interior style. 

SelecT yoUr legS
Trainers with your elegant ball gown? Slippers with your smart 
suit? most women prefer a pair of high heeled shoes to match 
that specially selected dress and most men, black leather shoes 
that complete that sharp business look. Still – the choice is 
always yours, and luckily most our Stressless® and ekornes® 
models can be delivered with a wide range of different leg options. 
Steel legs give your sofa a more sophisticated and modern look, 
wooden legs give a warmer feel to your living room. So, whether 
your personality says “suit and leather shoes”, or `evening gown 
and sneakers’ - we have the legs to fit – the choice is always yours.

ekorneS® Jazz table 
The ekornes® Jazz tables are made specifically 
to match Stressless® Jazz and blues recliners. 
choose between the round or rectangular 
versions, or the clever corner table that fits 
perfectly between two recliners.

StreSSleSS® urban table 
The stylish Stressless® Urban glass table is 
designed to match the new Stressless® metro 
and city recliners. choose between a large 
sofa table or a practical small version to place 
next to your Stressless® recliner. 

Ø:105 h:45

Ø:55 h:48

Ø:90 h:48

ekorneS® windSor table 
made from beech. natural or stained in the 
following colours: mahogany, Teak, cherry, 
brown, Wenge and black. 

ekorneS® pegaSuS table 
made from beech. natural or stained in the 
following colours: mahogany, Teak, cherry, 
brown, Wenge and black. 

StreSSleSS® duo table 
made from high-quality toughened glass with 
beech. natural or stained in the following 
colours: mahogany, Teak, cherry, brown, 
Wenge and black. add up to four Stressless® 
Duo ottomans and the result is the epitome of 
functional design. 

StreSSleSS® ellipSe table
This flexible easy-to-move table is ideal, 
because when you’re in your “comfort zone” 
you can easily reach everything you need.

W:49 D:38 h:54-74 (height-adjustable)

StreSSleSS® eaSy armreSt table 
This neat idea is made for the Stressless® 
arion, Stressless® Space, Stressless® e200 
and Stressless® Wave. Simply place it on the 
armrest for a convenient extra surface.   

W:25 D:23 h:10

ekorneS® Corner table  
This practical table is made especially for 
home cinema arrangements, but it’s suitable 
for any corner setup.  

W:69 D:60 h:48

StreSSleSS® CoFFee table 
a flexible and cleverly designed table in 
stainless steel and glass, that fits perfectly 
above the seat of your sofa. your snack, or 
beverage, is never more than an arm’s length 
away. Stressless® coffee table can also be 
used as a side table, and if you put two of them 
together they form an ingenious sofa table.

StreSSleSS® Flexi table 
exclusively designed in stainless steel and 
glass. This table is height-adjustable and 
the glass plate can easily be tilted and 
transformed into a standing Pc-table. 

W:54 D:43 h:55-70 (height-adjustable) 

StreSSleSS® oVal ottoman
The Stressless® oval ottoman has a removable pillow, so it doubles up as 
a convenient table. When you don’t need it to rest your feet on, simply 
store it below the tabletop. 

W:90 h:41 D:48

StreSSleSS® double ottoman
The large ottoman offers ample space to put your feet up, and the storage 
space hides a tabletop which can be placed on the ottoman when needed. 

W:119/154 h:44 D:61

StreSSleSS® modern and StreSSleSS® SoFt ottoman
our ottoman is ingenious in at least two ways. It has a built-in tilt system, 
which makes sure the angle of the ottoman adjusts to your sitting position. 
It has room for all the extras, under its removable top. The ottoman comes 
in two sizes.

W:51 D:40 h:44  W:60 D:60 h:44 

W:53 D:49 h:44 W:64 D:70 h:44 

can be used as a footstool, or 
as a small table. Simply take the 
wooden table inserted into the 
side, place it on the top, and 
you have a convenient, small 
and movable table. If not in use, 
you can easily place it under 
the Stressless® Duo table. 

W:61 D:34 h:44

StreSSleSS® duo ottoman

reST yoUr feeT

W:59 D:68 h:49

W:140 D:90 h:45

W:108 D:86 h:44

W:132 D:70 h:48

W:127 D:77 h:48

 W:60 h:50 D:50
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fUncTIonal TableS DeSIgneD for comforT anD STyle

Steel leg, round
arion/Space/Wave
Sector/Sector arm
big corner
medium corner
e40/e200/e300

Steel hoop
Space 
Wave

wooden hoop 
(laminated)
Space/Wave

wooden leg, 
square
Space/Wave

Stressless® Jazz leg
Space

Steel hoop
arion

Steel hoop
e40

wooden hoop 
arion

wooden hoop 
e40

wooden leg, round
arion/Space/Wave
Sector/Sector arm
big corner
medium corner
e40/e200/e300
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Stressless® blues medium (m)
chair, W:84 h:103 D:74
Seat height 39/43/47*
Stool, W:58 h:48 D:44

Stressless® Jazz medium (m)
chair, W:84 h:99/109 D:77
Seat height 40/44/48*
Stool, W:54 h:45 D:37

Stressless® atlantic (m)
chair, W:76 h:99 D:75
Seat height 43
Stool, W:53 h:41 D:37

Stressless® pacific (l)
chair, W:85 h:99 D:75
Seat height 43
Stool, W:53 h:41 D:37

Stressless® magic Small (S)
chair, W:77 h:98/108 D:76
Seat height 42
Stool, W:55 h:43 D:56

Stressless® magic medium (m)
chair, W:80 h:101/111 D:77
Seat height 42,5
Stool, W:55 h:43 D:56

Stressless® magic large (l)
chair, W:89 h:101/111 D:82
Seat height 43,5
Stool, W:55 h:43 D:56

Stressless® Voyager medium (m)
chair, W:82 h:102 D:81
Seat height 44
Stool, W:53 h:42 D:52

Stressless® Voyager large (l)
chair, W:91 h:110 D:83
Seat height 45
Stool, W:53 h:42 D:52

Stressless® orion (m)
chair, W:76 h:97/107 D:72
Seat height 41
Stool, W:53 h:41 D:37

Stressless® taurus (l)
chair, W:85 h:97/107 D:74
Seat height 45
Stool, W:53 h:41 D:37

Stressless® wing (m)
chair, W:75 h:101 D:71
Seat height 39
Stool, W:54 h:38 D:38

Stressless® eagle (l)
chair, W:85 h:102 D:76
Seat height 42
Stool, W:54 h:38 D:38

Stressless® Vision (S) 
chair, W:75 h:100/110 D:76
Seat height 45
Stool, W:57 h:44 D:50

Stressless® dream (m)
chair, W:81 h:101/111 D:82
Seat height 46
Stool, W:57 h:44 D:50

Stressless® Spirit (l)
chair, W:90 h:101/111 D:82
Seat height 46
Stool, W:57 h:44 D:50

Stressless® Chelsea (S) 
chair, W:75 h:100 D:73
Seat height 40
Stool, W:55 h:38 D:39

Stressless® mayfair (m)
chair, W:79 h:103 D:73
Seat height 40
Stool, W:55 h:38 D:39

Stressless® kensington (l)
chair, W:90 h:103 D:77
Seat height 42
Stool, W:55 h:38 D:39

Stressless® tampa (S) 
chair, W:75 h:96/106 D:75
Seat height 40
Stool, W:55 h:40 D:41

Stressless® reno (m)
chair, W:79 h:98/108 D:75
Seat height 40
Stool, W:55 h:40 D:41

Stressless® Vegas (l)
chair, W:88 h:98/108 D:78
Seat height 42
Stool, W:55 h:40 D:41

Stressless® diplomat (S)
chair, W:72 h:94 D:70
Seat height 38
Stool, W:54 h:38 D:39

Stressless® Consul (m)
chair, W:75 h:100 D:71
Seat height 40
Stool, W:54 h:38 D:39

Stressless® ambassador (l)
chair, W:85 h:100 D:77
Seat height 42
Stool, W:54 h:38 D:39

Stressless® Sunrise Small (S)
chair, W:74 h:100 D:73
Seat height 40
Stool, W:57 h:39 D:40

Stressless® Sunrise medium (m)
chair, W:79 h:105 D:73
Seat height 42
Stool, W:57 h:39 D:40

Stressless® Sunrise large (l)
chair, W:88 h:105 D:78
Seat height 43
Stool, W:57 h:39 D:40

StreSSleSS® eleVator ring
The Stressless® elevator ring 
adds an extra 3.5 cm sitting 
height, and is your key to 
comfort if you need extra 
height. Just snap it on: 
no tools are required.

StreSSleSS® 

hard Floor proteCtor 
Self-adhesive felt for use under 
the base as floor protection.

StreSSleSS® Swing table
Diameter: 28. 
See page 48.

StreSSleSS® Computer table
W:41 D:31. See page 49.

Adjustable headrest

* Desired seat height can be specified when ordering.

StreSSleSS® FootStool 
eleVator ring
The Stressless® footstool 
elevator ring adds 3.5 cm to 
the height. fits all footstools 
produced after 1 march 2004.

StreSSleSS® leather 
and FabriC Care kitS 
See page 75.

All measurements in cm. Sizes of individual products may vary by up to 2cm due to the handmade nature of the product.

Stressless® Sunrise office
chair, W:79 h:113/120 D:73
Seat height 47/54

Stressless® atlantic office
chair, W:76 h:107/114 D:75
Seat height 48/55

Stressless® orion office
chair, W:76 h:104/121 D:74
Seat height 50/57

Stressless® Consul office
chair, W:75 h:108/115 D:71
Seat height 47/54

Stressless® Voyager office
chair, W:82 h:110/117 D:81
Seat height 49/54

Stressless® dream office
chair, W:81 h:109/126 D:82
Seat height 53/60

Stressless® wing office
chair, W:75 h:109/116 D:71
Seat height 44/51

Stressless® blues office
chair, W:84 h:113/120 D:74
Seat height 49/56

Stressless® Jazz office
chair, W:84 h:109/126 D:75
Seat height 50/57

Stressless® magic office
chair, W:82 h:109/126 D:77
Seat height 47,5/54,5

Stressless® mayfair office
chair, W:79 h:111/118 D:73
Seat height 45/52

Stressless® reno office
chair, W:79 h:106/123 D:75
Seat height 45/52

Stressless® City (m)
chair, W:80 h:112/116* 
D:71
Seat height 43/47
Stool, W:55 h:42/46* 
D:38

Stressless® metro (m)
chair, W:80 h:112/116* 
D:71
Seat height 43/47
Stool, W:54 h:42/46* 
D:41

Stressless® City (m)
low back
chair, W:80 h:87/91* 
D:70
Seat height 43/47
Stool, W:55 h:42/46* 
D:38

Stressless® metro (m)
low back
chair, W:80 h:87/91* 
D:70
Seat height 43/47
Stool, W:54 h:42/46* 
D:41

NB: Ekornes products are under constant development, and we therefore disclaim any liabilities due to products that may differ from product images in the catalogue, 
as well as possible typing errors and colour differences in the catalogue.
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Stressless® orion (m) 
Stressless® Taurus (l)

Stressless® orion 
office

Stressless® magic 
office

Stressless® orion 
office

Stressless® atlantic 
office

Stressless® Dream 
office

Stressless® reno 
office

Stressless® arion (m)
high back

Stressless® arion (m)
low back

modern ottoman (m)
W:51 h:44 D:40

modern ottoman (l) 
W:60 h:44 D:60

chair, 
W:106 h:97/107 D:81

Seat height 44

2 Seater
W:170 h:97/107 D:81

Seat height 44

3 Seater
W:234 h:97/107 D:81

Seat height 44

chair, 
W:106 h:83 D:81
Seat height 44

2 Seater
W:170 h:83 D:81
Seat height 44

3 Seater
W:234 h:83 D:81
Seat height 44

Stressless® atlantic (m) 
Stressless® Pacific (l)

Stressless® magic (S) 
Stressless® magic (m) 
Stressless® magic (l)

modern ottoman (m)
W:51 h:44 D:40

Soft ottoman (m)
W:53 h:44 D:49

modern ottoman (l) 
W:60 h:44 D:60

Soft ottoman (l)
W:61 h:44 D:70

chair
W:91 h:101 D:81
Seat height 44

chair
W:98 h:101/111 D:85

Seat height 45

2 Seater
W:146 h:101 D:81

Seat height 44

2 Seater
W:153 h:101/111 D:85

Seat height 45

3 Seater
W:201 h:101 D:81

Seat height 44

3 Seater
W:208 h:101/111 D:85

Seat height 45

chair
W:91 h:84 D:81
Seat height 44

chair
W:98 h:87 D:87
Seat height 45

2 Seater
W:146 h:84 D:81
Seat height 44

2 Seater
W:153 h:87 D:87
Seat height 45

3 Seater
W:201 h:84 D:81
Seat height 44

3 Seater
W:208 h:87 D:87

Seat height 45

Stressless® orion (m) 
Stressless® Taurus (l)

Stressless® wave (m)
high back

Stressless® legend (m)
high back

Stressless® wave (m)
low back

Stressless® legend (m)
low back

Stressless® Space (l) 
high back

Stressless® Space (l) 
low back

modern ottoman (m)
W:51 h:44 D:40

modern ottoman (l) 
W:60 h:44 D:60

chair 
W:88 h:97/107 D:87

Seat height 44

2 Seater 
W:143 h:97/107 D:87

Seat height 44

3 Seater
W:198 h:97/107 D:87

Seat height 44

chair
W:88 h:84 D:87
Seat height 44

2 Seater
W:143 h:84 D:87
Seat height 44

3 Seater
W:198 h:84 D:87

Seat height 44

big corner 
W:140 h:79 D:132

Seat height 44

adjustable headrest

medium corner 
W:137 h:74 D:115,5

Seat height 44

All measurements in cm. Sizes of individual 
products may vary by up to 2cm due to the 
handmade nature of the product

Sector
W:43 h:56 D:78

Sector arm
W:31 h:56 D:78

individually reclining seats

medium corner:
Stressless® arion  mc 23, W:298  mc 22, W:243
Stressless® eldorado  mc 23, W:303    mc 22, W:248
Stressless® legend mc 23, W:302  mc 22, W:246 
Stressless® Space mc 23, W:329  mc 22, W:264
Stressless® wave  mc 23, W:300   mc 22, W:245

351 287
W W

Stressless® Vision (S) 
Stressless® Dream (m) 
Stressless® Spirit (l)

Soft ottoman (m)
W:53 h:44 D:49

Soft ottoman (l)
W:61 h:44 D:70

2 Seater
W:182 h:102/112 D:89

Seat height 46

3 Seater
W:246 h:102/112 D:89

Seat height 46

2 Seater
W:182 h:86 D:89

Seat height 46

3 Seater
W:246 h:86 D:89

Seat height 46

Stressless® paradise (l)
high back

Stressless® paradise (l)
low back

Soft ottoman (m)
W:53 h:44 D:49

Soft ottoman (l)
W:61 h:44 D:70

chair 
W:99 h:84 D:78
Seat height 43

2 Seater 
W:154 h:84 D:78

Seat height 43

3 Seater 
W:209 h:84 D:78

Seat height 43

Stressless® eldorado (m)
high back

Stressless® Tampa (S)
Stressless® reno (m)
Stressless® Vegas (l)

chair 
W:99 h:100/110 D:78

Seat height 43

2 Seater
W:154 h:100/110 D:78

Seat height 43

3 Seater
W:209 h:100/110 D:78

Seat height 43

Stressless® eldorado (m)
low back

big corner: 
Stressless® paradise



ErgoAdapt®

ErgoAdapt®

ErgoAdapt®
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Stressless® magic (S) 
Stressless® magic (m) 
Stressless® magic (l)

Stressless® magic
office

Soft ottoman (m)
W:53 h:44 D:49

Soft ottoman (l)
W:61 h:44 D:70

chair
W:103 h:101/111 D:85

Seat height: 45

2 Seater
W:158 h:101/111 D:85

Seat height: 45

3 Seater
W:213 h:101/111 D:85

Seat height: 45

chair
W:103 h:87 D:87
Seat height: 45

2 Seater
W:158 h:87 D:87
Seat height: 45

3 Seater
W:213 h:87 D:87
Seat height: 45

Stressless® wizard (m)
high back

Stressless® wizard (m)
low back

Stressless® mayfair 
office

Stressless® Voyager 
office

Stressless® mayfair 
office

Stressless® Dream
office

Stressless® Dream 
office

Soft ottoman (m)
W:53 h:44 D:49

Soft ottoman (l)
W:64 h:44 D:70

chair 
W:94 h:103 D:82

Seat height 43

2 Seater
W:149 h:103 D:82

Seat height 43

3 Seater
W:204 h:103 D:82

Seat height 43

chair 
W:94 h:87 D:82
Seat height 43

2 Seater 
W:149 h:87 D:82

Seat height 43

3 Seater
W:204 h:87 D:82

Seat height 43

Stressless® chelsea (S)
Stressless® mayfair (m)

Stressless® kensington (l)

Stressless® Voyager (m)
Stressless® Voyager (l)

Soft ottoman (m)
W:53 h:44 D:49

Soft ottoman (m)
W:53 h:44 D:49

Soft ottoman (l)
W:61 h:44 D:70

Soft ottoman (l)
W:61 h:44 D:70

chair 
W:103 h:103 D:81

Seat height 43

2 Seater 
W:166 h:103 D:81

Seat height 43

2 Seater 
W:178 h:104/114 D:88

Seat height 45

3 Seater
W:230 h:103 D:81

Seat height 43

3 Seater
W:242 h:104/114 D:88

Seat height 45

chair 
W:103 h:86 D:81
Seat height 43

2 Seater 
W:166 h:86 D:81

Seat height 43

2 Seater 
W:178 h:88 D:88

Seat height 45

3 Seater
W:230 h:86 D:81

Seat height 43

3 Seater
W:242 h:88 D:88

Seat height 45

Stressless® chelsea (S) 
Stressless® mayfair (m) 

Stressless® kensington (l) 

Stressless® buckingham (l)
high back

Stressless® liberty (l)
high back

Stressless® buckingham (l)
low back

Stressless® liberty (l)
low back

Stressless® windsor (m) 
high back

Stressless® windsor (m) 
low back

Stressless® orion (m) 
Stressless® Taurus (l)

Stressless® e200 
with ergoadapt®

Stressless® e40 
with ergoadapt®

long Seat
W:116 h:73 D:188

Seat height 46

long Seat
W:119 h:81 D:185

Seat height 45

2 Seater 
W:172 h:73 D:96
Seat height 46

2 Seater 
W:162 h:81 D:99
Seat height 45

1 seater
W:75 h:73 D:96
Seat height 46

chair
W:106 h:81 D:99

Seat height 45

3 Seater
W:238 h:73 D:96

Seat height 46

3 Seater
W:218 h:81 D:99

Seat height 45

2 Seater with long Seat
W:250 h:73 D:188, 

Seat height 46

2 Seater with long Seat
W:237 h:81 D:185, 

Seat height 45

c 32/23 
W313 h:73 D:247

Seat height 46

c 32/23 
W291 h:81 D:235

Seat height 45

modern ottoman (m)
W:51 h:44 D:40

Soft ottoman (m)
W:53 h:44 D:49

modern ottoman (l) 
W:60 h:44 D:60

Soft ottoman (l)
W:64 h:44 D:70

Soft ottoman (m)
W:53 h:44 D:49

Stressless® Vision (S) 
Stressless® Dream (m) 
Stressless® Spirit (l)

Soft ottoman (l)
W:64 h:44 D:70

long Seat
W:130 h:73 D:190

Seat height 46

2 Seater 
W:184 h:73 D:97
Seat height 46

1-seater
W:75 h:73 D:97
Seat height 46

3 Seater, W:252 h:73 D:97
Seat height 46

2 Seater with long Seat
W:262 h:73 D:190

Seat height 46

Stressless® e300 
with ergoadapt®

c 32/23 
W:319 h:73 D:253

Seat height 46

chair
W:103 h:79 D:91
Seat height 44

2 Seater
W:161 h:79 D:91
Seat height 44

3 Seater
W:219 h:79 D:91
Seat height 44

Stressless® Tampa (S)
Stressless® reno (m)
Stressless® Vegas (l)

ekornes® manhattan

Soft ottoman (m)
W:53 h:44 D:49

3 Seater
W:172 h:82 D:92

Seat height 47

3 Seater
W:180 h:83 D:98

Seat height 47

4 Seater
W:217 h:82 D:92

Seat height 47

4 Seater
W:220 h:83 D:98

Seat height 47

Soft ottoman (l)
W:64 h:44 D:70

ekornes® oslo

Stressless® Vision (S) 
Stressless® Dream (m) 
Stressless® Spirit (l)

ekornes® Stockholm

Stressless® 
reno office

Stressless® 
orion office

Stressless® 
Jazz office



Stressless® and ekornes® are registered trademarks 
owned by ekornes aSa, norway.

retailer:

ekorneS® anD The enVIronmenT 
The following core items shall be complied with in all parts of our activity:
• ekornes shall appear as an environmentally-friendly enterprise. our products shall 
 cause the least possible impact on the environment.
• ekornes has as its objective to keep the health risk at the workplaces at a minimum.
• ekornes invests to avoid damage to the environment and injuries to health.
• environmental information shall be generally available, for example through 
 environmental Product Declarations (ePD).
• ekornes shall give objective and open information about how the company handles 
 its environmental responsibility.

ekornes has as its long-term objective to develop environmental issues to a competitive 
advantage through being ahead of our competitors also in this field.

ekornes participates in the Un’s global compact.

www.stressless.co.uk

The objective of ekornes is to accept environmental 
responsibility related to manufacturing, distribution 
and use of the company’s products.

We will continue to implement initiatives in our 
factories that improve the internal and external 
environment, at the same time as we continue to 
select environmentally-friendly raw materials.

a sustainable manufacture of durable products will 
also in future be an objective in the development 
of our company.
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